
PROFILES OF TRUE SPIRITUALITY
Part 2



Introduction

In our first lecture, we introduced Christian theologian and 
philosopher Dr. Francis Schaeffer and his worldwide influence 
for Christ through his speaking, writing, and the founding of 
L’Abri in Huemoz (“way-mo”), Switzerland, about 35 miles 
southeast of Lausanne on the shores of Lake Geneva. From 
these early beginnings in 1955, there are now eleven L’Abri 
Fellowship study centers around the world, including branches 
in England, Holland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Switzerland, 
Sweden, Canada, Korea, Germany, Australia, and Brazil. 



Introduction

From the 23 books and booklets that Schaeffer wrote, I 
decided to follow his own assessment, that True Spirituality 
“should have been my first book.” In 1976, five years after 
publishing True Spirituality, Schaeffer wrote How Should We 
Then Live?, in which he maintained that “as Christians we are 
not only to know the right world view, the world view that 
tells us the truth of what is, but consciously to act upon that 
world view so as to influence society in all its parts and facets 
across the whole spectrum of life, as much as we can to the 
extent of our individual and collective ability.” 
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What Is True Spirituality?

• First, we can easily arrive at Schaeffer’s meaning of the 
phrase true spirituality by noting the subtitle of the book: 
How to Live for Jesus Moment by Moment. 

• Second, we can summarize all five of Schaeffer’s 
presuppositions about true spirituality in one definition: 
True spirituality is the Christian’s desire for a deeper, 
richer life in Christ, inward first and then outward in 
behavior, and much more than mechanically refraining 
from a certain list of moral prohibitions. 
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Introducing Dr. Knox Chamblin

Dr. Knox Chamblin (December 28, 1935 - February 7, 2012) earned his B.D. 
and Th. M. degrees in 1961 at Columbia Theological Seminary in Decatur, 
Georgia and earned his Th.D. degree from Union Theological Seminary in 
Richmond, Virginia in 1975. From 1967 to 1980, Dr. Chamblin taught Bible at 
Belhaven College, and from 1980 to 2001, he was Professor of New 
Testament at Reformed Theological Seminary. He was the author of 
numerous articles and books, including Paul and the Self and a two-volume 
commentary on the book of Matthew. He was also particularly fond of C.S. 
Lewis and often taught classes on his work. Dr. Chamblin spoke and lectured 
at seminaries and mission conferences in Brazil, Peru, and Indonesia. He was 
widely respected as a masterful classroom teacher and outstanding example 
of Christian living. Dr. Chamblin and his wife, Ginger, were married for over 
forty-six years and raised two daughters. 



Paul and the Self

“As the kardia (heart) is the integrating center 
of the person, renewal occurs from the heart 
outward. God causes the light of the gospel of 
the glory of Christ to ‘shine in our hearts’ (II 
Cor. 4:4-6). It is here that Christ dwells (Eph. 
3:17), here that his peace reigns (Col. 3:15), 
and here that Christians are enlightened about 
God’s saving purpose (Eph. 1:18). It is the heart 
that receives the Holy Spirit (II Cor. 1:22), into 
the heart that God pours his love by the Spirit 
(Rom. 5:5), and ‘from a pure heart’ that acts of  
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Paul and the Self

love arise (I Tim. 1:5). Similarly, it is Christ who 
explains Paul’s ‘affection’ for his people (Phil. 
1:8). Corresponding to the depth of their 
former commitment to Sin, Christians believe 
the gospel ‘in the heart’ (Rom. 10:9-10) and 
obey apostolic teaching ‘from the heart’ 
(Rom. 6:17).
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Our Approach

1. First, it is important for us to be in agreement with regard 
to our understanding of the key biblical words and 
concepts that we will be using as we explore the subject of 
modeling.

2. Next, we will examine how biblical modeling works by 
using key texts where the ideas are presented with great 
clarity and power. 

3. Third, we will use the image of a typewriter to illustrate 
biblical modeling in the way the Apostle Paul intended for 
us to understand it.



Our Approach

4. Fourth, we will look at how Paul understood the 
transmission of the gospel from one person to another as 
presented in Philippians 4:9.

5. Finally, we will consider how we may more effectively 
model what it means to be a follower of Christ. 



Three Greek Words

• Imitate: verb; to imitate, emulate, follow. Used in 4 New Testament 
texts (II Thess. 3:7,9; Heb. 13:7; III John 11). Objects of imitation: 
imitate their faith; imitate what is good; follow our example.

• Imitator: noun. Used in 7 New Testament texts (I Cor. 4:16; 11:1; Eph. 
5:1; I Thess. 1:6; 2:14; Heb. 6:12; I Pt. 3:13). Usually with the word be: 
e.g., “be imitators of me as I also am of Christ;” “be imitators of God.”

• Example: noun; 15 times: (1) visible impression of a stroke or 
pressure, mark, trace (“the imprint of the nails” – Jn. 20:25); (2) copy, 
image; (3) an image or statue of any kind of material (Acts 7:43); (4) 
form, figure, pattern (form of teaching – Rom. 6:17); (5) type, pattern, 
model (Phil. 3:17; I Thess. 1:7; II Thess. 3:9; I Tim. 4:12; Tit. 2:7; etc.).



How Biblical Modeling Works

1. We are Shaped by God and His Word. The more a life is 
molded by the Word, the more it becomes an example, a 
model or a mold. The example represents what the Word 
says. One is first an imitator, then an example.

2. We Become an Example. The objects mentioned in the 
Bible are good deeds (Titus 2:7), speech, conduct, love, 
faith, and purity (I Tim. 4:12). The Word and our example 
bear witness to the truth of the gospel. 



How Biblical Modeling Works

3. We Model Our Life in Christ to Others. Most human 
behavior is learned observationally through modeling. 
Again, modeling is the greatest form of unconscious 
learning. 



A Typewriter: An Apt Illustration

• First, the keys on a typewriter 
are molded for the proper 
letters, numbers, and symbols.

• Once installed and the stroke 
made, the key makes an 
impression on the paper.

• Paul is first molded by Christ and 
His Word, then becomes an 
example and makes an 
impression on those around him.



Making An Impression



Philippians 4:9

• “The things you have learned and received and heard and seen in me, 
practice these things; and the God of peace shall be with you” 
(NASV).

• “Put into practice what you learned from me, what you heard and 
saw and realized. Do that, and God, who makes everything work 
together, will work you into his most excellent harmonies” (The 
Message).

• “Keep putting into practice all you learned from me and heard from 
me and saw me doing, and the God of peace will be with you” (New 
Living Translation).



Insights from Philippians 4:9

DiscipleMaker Disciples Response Meaning

Paul Philippians

Learn

This learning is the fruit of Paul’s 
teaching. Introduced by a 
definite relative pronoun, this 
sentence highlights the specific 
rather than general matters that 
Paul wants them to learn.

Receive

This word is not a mere 
repetition of the verb “to learn” 
(above). Rather, it is a technical 
term for the receiving of a 
tradition for the purpose of 
handing it on intact to others.

Hear

What did the Philippians hear 
about the Apostle Paul? They 
probably heard about his 
virtues, his love for Jesus Christ, 
his obedience, his passion for 
the lost, his vision, etc.

See

Paul believed that those who tell 
others to become Christians are 
obliged to show them what it is 
to be a Christian. So he could 
say, “Look to me! Follow my 
example! Imitate me.”
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Hawthorne on Philippians 4:9

Everything Paul “knew and believed and taught was embodied 
in himself, so that those who learn, receive and hear could see 
what doctrine looked like in living form. It appears that he 
was of the conviction that the truths of the Christian gospel 
must never be abstracted from action and put into high-
toned words and phrases, but always expressed in the life of 
the teacher.”
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Moral Excellence

“The first thing in a preacher is 
that he should speak, not with 
his mouth only, but by his life, 
and procure authority for his 
doctrine by rectitude (moral 
excellence) of life.”

- John Calvin
The International Monument to the Reformation

William Farel, John Calvin, Theodore Beza, John Knox
Geneva, Switzerland



MODELING: Six Guiding Principles

1. As you read the Gospel accounts, notice how often Jesus 
models the life He wants to impart to the Twelve (prayer, 
Old Testament citations, evangelism, rest, love, washing 
their feet, loving His enemies, enduring suffering, etc.).

2. Note that Jesus “did not ask anyone to do or be anything 
which first he had not demonstrated in his own life, 
thereby not only proving its workability, but also its 
relevance to his mission in life” (Robert Coleman).
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MODELING: Six Guiding Principles

3. Think about your life. How can you be better prepared to 
have people follow you as you follow Christ? Our lives must 
be shaped (typewriter keys) before we can make an 
impression on others.

4. God uses our lives and our words to impart the gospel and 
to help people walk in the ways of Jesus.
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MODELING: Six Guiding Principles

5. If I am going to mentor others, there is one absolutely 
essential condition. I must be with that person.

6. “A disciple, or apprentice, is simply someone who has 
decided to be with another person, under appropriate 
conditions, in order to become capable of doing what that 
person does or to become what that person is” (Dallas 
Willard). 
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Dallas Willard

“The eternal life of which 
Jesus speaks is not knowledge 
about God but an intimately 
interactive relationship with 
him.”

Dallas Willard
1935-2013



Sermons We See

I’d rather see a sermon than hear one any day,
I’d rather one should walk with me than merely show the way.
The eye’s a better pupil and more willing than the ear;
Fine counsel is confusing, but example’s always clear;
And the best of all the preachers are the men who live their creeds,
For to see the good in action is what everybody needs.



Sermons We See

I can soon learn how to do it if you’ll let me see it done
I can watch your hands in action, but your tongue too fast can run.
And the lectures you deliver may be very wise and true,
But I’d rather get my lesson by observing what you do.
For I may misunderstand you and the high advice you give,
But there’s no misunderstanding how you act and how you live.
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